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By Howard D. Sitzer
The Undergraduate Associ-

ation elections have been post-
poned indefinitely until after the
spring vacation due to complica-
tions in the mechanics of. the
elections process. The tense situ-
ation was further aggravated by

'f the possibility of Linda Tufts
: '74 and Derrick Vlad '74 consol-

,' idating their tickets and running
as co-UAP candidates.

The elections period com-
menced three weeks ago when
candidates began soliciting signa-
tures for their nominations. Ini-
tially, Curtis Reeves and the
Spring Collective were among
the field of contenders seeking a
place on the ballot.. However,
the Committee on Elections con-
vened before the nominations
deadline and declared both enti-
ties ineligible after having defer-
red to the Registrar's Office for
a decision. The UA Constitution
stipulates that only "an under-
graduate" may serve as UAP.
According to the Registrar,
Reeves and the Collective did
not meet that criterion as Reeves
was not registered this semester
and the Collective was more
than one undergraduate.

The Collective disputed the
ambiguity in the Constitution
and set out to obtain 1200
signatures as opposed tc the
usually required 400 in order to
iegitimize their candidacy for
three separate positions - UAP,
tUAVP, and the Executive Com-
mittee.

On Wednesday, March 14, the

nominations deadline, Reeves
met with all the candidates and
the Committee on Elections to
finalize the ballot. In order to
overrule the earlier decision on
the eligibility of the Collective,
Reeves appointed himself as

-chairman of the Elections Com-
mittee. In response to this ac-
tion, the Committee, which had
previously disqualified Reeves
from the race, resigned. Reeves
then declared the Collective eli-
gible on the rationale that it was
a broad-based movement which
deserved recognition.

Before confirming his deci-
sion, Reeves conferred with the
other candidates to ascertain
whether his resolution was a just
one. There were no objections at
the time to allowing the Collec-
tive to run. However, there were
several developments at the GA
meeting on Thursday. UAVP
Steve Taylor presented the as-
sembly with the possibility of
the Tufts-Vlad proposal to run
together. Two problems arose:
Should the nominations criteria
be changed after the deadline,
and should collectives be author-
ized. (It was rumored that Baker
House would run for UAP as a
collective.) The candidates deci-
ded to discuss the issue formally
with Reeves after the GA
meeting.

According to Reeves, most of
the candidates reconsidered their
original stance and approached
him in an effort to disqualify the
Spring Collective. (Each candi-
date was contacted by The Tech,

and all denied this allegation.)
Reeves finally resolved to post-
pone the elections in order to
reevaluate the fairness in the
elections procedure. However,
there was a breakdown in com-
munication and only Tufts and
Vlad were aware of Reeves' deci-
sion.

Most of the candidates were
confused and tried to contact
Reeves over the weekend in or-
der to clarify the situation.
Reeves was unavailable and Tay-
lor exhorted the candidates to
wait for his return on Sunday.
By Sunday evening everyone was
informed of the postponement.

Two of the candidates conjec-
tured that Tufts and Vlad are
the prime obstacles to holding
the election on Wednesday. The
confusion over the weekend re-
sulted in the deferment of their
campaign. Janice Benson of the
Spring Collective asserted that
the Collective had been opera-
ting under previous obstacles,
yet no allowance was made. Ac-
cording to Benson, the delay will
cost the other candidates in
early publicity and momentum.

The other UAP candidates,
Roland Janbergs '74, Larry Rus-
sell '74, and Jerry Wilkens '74,
were disturbed by the recent
events.

A low student-faculty ratio encourages student participation in
research in Course XiI, the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences The third part of The Tech's series on undergraduate
courses is on page 6 of today's issue. Photo by Craig W. Reynolds

By James Moody
This Spring's Kaleidescope

will feature Sha-Na-Na, in con-
cert at a major student-financed
Spring Party on Friday, May 4 in
Rockwell Cage.

Tickets for the party will cost
$2.50 per person, in advance
only. The admission price will
include the Sha-Na-Na concert,
performances by a D.J. and/or
another live band, and all the

beer you can drink.
Sha-Na-Na is known for doing

anl types of rock music. Best
known for their "fifties rock,"
their metallic gold jackets,
chains, slicked-back hair, and
sunglasses, portray the stereo-
typed image of the fifties
"greaser."

The party is being sponsored
by a coalition of student groups,
currently known as the Ad Hoc

New Improved Informal Dance
Committee. It is co-chaired by
.Steve Taylor '73 and Rob Hun-
ter '73, and includes representa-
tives from a variety of student
organizations.

The money for the party will
be student money, solicited
from various student groups.
The budget is approximately
$1 1,000, including an estimated
$3000 "loss." Sha-Na-Na will
cost around $7500, including
Lights, sound and promoters'
fees. The 4200 tickets (the
seating capacity of Rockwell
Cage) will go on sale the second
week in April.

The Sha-Na-Na party is a fo-
cal point for a much larger cele-
bration, Kaieidescope. The Stu-
dent Center Committee is coor-
dinating the event.

The festivities will begin late
Thursday afternoon and will in-
clude an Ernie Kovacs film, a
s t u d e n t- fa cu lty-administration
softball game, kite flying, frisbee
throwing, and pie eating con-
tests, the "big screw" contest,
portions of All Tech Sing, and a
roast beef picnic. Various stu-
dent activities will be presenting
demonstrations and exhibitions
throughout the day and evening.

Plans are also underway for
the Fiji Island Party, on Satur-
day, May 5. This is sponsored
every other year by the Phi
Gamma Delta Fraternity. Buses
will take people to and from
Fitchburg, where the party is
being held. Admission is free;
there will be a charge for bus
tickets.

Student interest seems to be
rising again in this activity. If the
students' desire to participate in
and monetarily support such ac-
tivities is any indication, this
spring will see the rebirth of a
long dead institution.

By Paul Schindler
A School of Engineering open

house for freshmen women was
held Thursday at 3 pm in the
Bush Room.

The purpose of the meeting,
according to its organizer, Sher-
ry Grobstein '74, was "to en-
courage women to go into engi-
neering." Placement Director
Robert Weatherall, Dean Alfred
Keil of the school of Engineering
and Associate Dean James Bruce
spoke to the group of 50 women
about their chances in the field.

Keil began by saying that in
English, the word engineer
sounds like "engine," while in
French it sounds like "ingenui-
ty"; this, he claimed, indicates
two different attitudes that can
be taken. He also theorized that
much of the work in engineering
fields could be divided into ap-
plied science, new technological
developments, and societal
needs. People usually begin by
concentrating in one of the
fields, but according to Keil they
soon discover and explore the
many interconnections between
these areas.

Weatherall then moved the
discussion from engineering in
general to engineering for wo-
men. He showed where MIT
graduates of the school of Engi-
neering work after graduation,
and contended that none of the
fields involved had any reason to
bar women. He also cited statis-
tics showing that male engineer-
ing graduates average $892 per

month starting salary, while wo-
men average one dollar more.

A panel discussion followed
the original presentations. Sheila
Widnali, an Associate Professor
of Aeronautics and Astronautics
spoke of her original determina-
tion to go into nuclear physics,
which was followed by a diver-
sion into a new field. Depart-
ment members encouraged her
to continue her education to the
doctoral level; then the two pro-
fessors who taught fluid mech-
anics (her specialty) left, and she
became a faculty member.

,Lita Nelson, a chemical engi-
neer for Arthur D. Little, spoke
of her determination to avoid
the technician type work that
many female engineers are ex-
pected to perform. She told the
group that in spite of the hassles,
she enjoys work as a professional
engineer.

Monica Mitiden '74 is one of
the few women in the Electrical
Engineering department. She
said she liked being an engineer-
ing student, but then registered a
complaint: male -students seem
to come to the Institute with
certain skills many females lack.
Giving soldering, machine shop
work, and welding as examples,
she suggested that some kind of
seminar for freshmen be formed
to teach these skills.

Grobstein -thought another
such seminar would be held next
year because she felt "this one
was successful."

OnBe of the popular features of past Spring Weekends has tbeen the
exotic dancing of Beverly Seavey '73. Photo by Sheldon Lowenthal
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thought if they called it a labora-
tory, they migh~t exclude people
fromi d iff erent laboratories.
Since then, it's kind o:f evolved
into a laboratory; it's now consi-
dered a standard MIT inlterde-
partmnental laboratory-
Two questions: First of all, what
is the ernphasis, hardware or
software; and second, who were
somne of the pioneers of MAC?

For your first q uestion, the
emphasis has alwayes b een on
software and systems. Now, lots
of hardware ideas got thought
of, in the sense of modifications
to computers to make the soft-
ware possible, but the emphasis
has beeri on software.

The other qulestion: in my
view, there are two pioneers of
Project MAC, and they're both
here, Professor Licklider and
Professor Fano. At that time,
Licklider was not at MIT, but
was in the Advanced Research
Project Agency [ARPA is part of
DOD], and Fano was at MIT. ..

Project MAC was started by
Mall in request to an initial
probe that came from A1RPA; in
other words, the idea that time-
sharing was an important re-
search area and should be sup-
ported by the government really
came from ARlPA. Government
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"it was a very .expensive and difficult project, and my.
feeling is that it will turn out one of the best invest-

"For instance, every MIT student has taken calculus
and learned how to integrate. It's our feeling that in
the future that won't be necessary. 

"I think MIT is one of the strongest universities in
the world, in terms of the kind of research we do
at M AC. " Photos by Roger Goldsteinments the goverenment evler mnade.

By Paul Schinadler
(Professor Ed ward Fred kin is

director o~f MIT's computer or-
iented Project MA4C. He is also
one of the few full profiessors at
the Institute who does not have
a college degree; he is a Caltech
dropout. Fredkin was the topic
of a previous profile in The Tech
in the spring of 1971: this time,
the d iscussio n centrered on MA C.
Suhas Patil, assistant director of
the project, also participated.
-Edito r)
Is MA C strictly an fLIT organi-
zation ?

Well, no. Wie have visitors
come from different countries

and different universities. Last
semester we had a visitor from
Stanford, Professor Johnl
McCarthy, who is an ex-MhIT
professor . .. We've had a visit-
ing professor from the Soviet
U~nion, seve-ral from Japan.
Do you knowV the history of
AIAC, and precisely what MA4C
means?

Project MIAC was started
[about ten years agol to both
develop and exploit time-
sharing. This was a new techno-
logical idea, and many early
experiments were in progress,
and an early system, C-fSS
l[Co mputer Ti me Shari ng Sys-

tem=] was beginnding to function.
That preceded IWA C?

O~h, yes. Project MAC was set
up really both to further develop
the ideas and to exploit them. It
existed quite a while before it
had the name, MAC, and while I
wasn't at MIT I happened to be
on what was called the Steering
Conmmittee, which met every
week, and one of the things we
puzzled over was the inamne.
There were lots of proposals;
one I remember particularly was
"Plexus" - Doug Ross wanted
to call it Project Plexus or some-
thing. He had a nexus of plexus,
I suppose.

So, in any case, MAC was
chosen as kind of an arbitrary
name, but the letters had two
interpretations. "iMachine-Aid ed
Cognition"' was one, and
"Multi Access Computer" was
the otller. "Man and Computer"
was something someone thought
ulp later. Once youk have an
acronymn you can think of wha t
it stands for easily.

It, was called a pro:ject in
corder to encourage participation
by people who had other labora-
t or y a ssociations. In other
words, in the early dayis. they
wanted people from other labo-
r a tories to come in; they

support of time-sharing is due to
Licklider, and whene he became
director of that office he started
sup porting time-sharing. Hie
brought the idea of somne large
project to MIT, and MIT re-
sponded by creating Project
MAC.
What have been the major
achievementrs of Project MdAC?

CTSS existed as a develop-
mental and experimental thing
before Project MAC was started;
but, what MAC did was to make
it a real comnputer u~tility, the
lilies of which could run all the
time and was available and
people could trust it. Also, many
unsolved problems were handled
later on by MAC, even in termas
of CTSS. A good example was
the file system; they started out
with a very simple-minded file
system, and redoing -it turned
out to meet the demnands that
time-sharing imposed.
How azboult the AI (A rtificial
Intelligence) Lab? Are they talk-
ing to com puters yet?

Let me just say a little histori-
cal thing about the Al Lab; it's
euuch older than Project MAC,
by far. It existed in RLiE for a
number of years and originally
was hea ded by Professors
Minsky and McCarthy. Then
McCarthy left, went to Stanford
to form the Stanford Al JLabora-
tory . After Proje ct MAC was
formed, it seemed the natural
thing for the Al[ Lab to be part
of its budget, more natural than
otherwise. So it became asso-
ciated with MAC ill that sense,
and then a couple of years ago it
became an independent labora-
tory .

All we [have] mentioned [so
far is] CTSS, and that was seven-
years ago; if that was our only
accomplishment, things would
be very bad.

Multics was another really
enormous job to bring off, and
for a while people felt it was
almost like a white elephant,
mnaybe wasn't so successful; it
entered an era of bad feeling.
What seems to be very clear is
that the. ideas in Multics are sort
of leading the way in the minds
of those people designing tomnor-
row's systems.
What are those ideas? What dis-
tinguishes Muzltics from CTSS ?

'Well, a whole host of issues,
ranging from protection and se-
curity issues to the idea of
having all kinds of programs
written in different languages
being able to communicate with
other programs in other lan-
guages; the idea sof virtual me-
mory . . .
Is that original with Multics?

l think that about half the
things were mentioned or done
in simple-minded experiments,
but were nlever brought to a

point of actual reliable operation
elsewhere. There are many origi-
nal ideas in Multics; I think the
"rings of protection" is an ex-
ample of an original idea in
multics.

There are many original ideas
in it; and another thing is, if
someone comes up with an idea
o~r demonstrates it in a quick and
dirty demonstration on a little
computer system somnewhere.
it's very different fromn integrat-
ing it into a usable, workable
utility, like Multics is. Also, it

turns out that the task of getting
all these ideas to run in the same
system at the same time is much
harde- than it is to do any one
of them by itself.
How long did Multics take? How
many years?

How many man-years, may-
be?2 I don't know how many
man-years, but it took a total of
seven years . . .

It was a very expensive and
difficult project, and my feeling
is that it will turn out one of the
best investments the government-
ever made.
The government paid for Mul-
fices. Why is Honeywell sellirng
;Zltics?

[Patil l That's very compli-
cated; originally, MIT, Bell Labs.
and GE were three groups that
were interested in seeing somne-
thing like this develop. So they
ca ine together and jointly
started work on Multics. I don't
know the details of who was
supposed to do exactly what-
but youl could easily see - GE
was a computer manufacturer,
their compueter was to be modii-
fied to make a G1E 635 into a
64 5, incorporating whatever
would be necessary in order to
have such a system as Multics.

It turns out later that Bell
Labs, whose interest was in the
comnputer as a utility, got dis -
couraged somewhere along the
line, and they stopped their par-
ticipation. in this. G:E sold its
computer part to Honeywell?11
and that's how Honeywell got
involved.
in other words, when Honevwel.-
sells this for six to eight milliol.-
dollars, they have it no t bvecaulse
they bought it froml its or got i.
jfrom their government, but be
cause their predecessor GE was
co-developer of the systemn.

Right. Now, if Multics, ends-
up being a very popular thing-
I'm not certain but we could
check into this, but I believe
that MIT could coine into som-_
royalties on it.
Could a six-millionZ dollar pro
gramn be popular?

Fhirst of all, it's not a pres
gram; there are hundreds of six
mllion-dollar systems around
The IPC's present IBM installa.
tion is very expensive-lI don'
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"...A beautiful film. Et's ,
what love is all about ' {

-Juditm Crust. NBC-TV 

Mlichelle De~roca presents YVES MjOINTAND, ROMY
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from Cinema 5i
' SCHNEIDER, Sami Frey, directed by Claude Sautet 1X1
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to get new sources of funding
outside of the DOD. With that in
mind, we went out and got a
contract from the National
Science Foundation. We also
have hopes of getting sources of
funding outside of government
money.

I think MIT is one of the
strongest universities in the
world, in terms of the kind of
research we do at MAC.
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(Continued from page 2) nothing so much to do with
Project MAC, other than the fact
that we allow it: we actually
don't encourage it. It has caused
some very bright people to drop
out of school.

That has to do with the field.
For instance, the same thing will
happen (or happened) with the
EE PDP I, seven or eight years
ago, or the TX O ten years ago.

The computer field can be
terribly engrossing, and here's
the reason why: whatever it is
you expect to accomplish is en-

* tirely up to you in this field. If
you're going to build something
out of pieces of metal and mo-
tors and what-not, you get stuck
because you need a gear and you
don't have a gear, or you order a
part and the part doesn't come.
In the computer field, when you
are building a program system,
you are never stuck for any-
thing, because you can do it all.

The steady and total lack of
any impediment to accomplish-
ment, other than your own capa-
bilities can be very exhilerating,
really. You can just start barrel-
ing along, making enormous ac-
complishments. Very often you
will get stuck, but it's up to you
to work and fix it. There's no-
thing else in y9ur way; that's so
marvelous. It's the nature of the
field, I think.
Where is Project -MAC going
from here? What are you break-
ing open and pioneering in ?

The one field we're breaking
open and pioneering [now is]
automatic programming. That is
a major thing, as was the Multics
effort. In other words, it's a new
major important direction for
Project MAC. Automatic pro-
gramming is really an app'ication
of techniques that grew out of
the field of artificial intelligence
to the task of getting programs
written automatically.

What we mean... is that

someone should be able to have
a discourse with the computer in
English, a natural language, as
long as he talks about things the
system is prepared to deal with.
It should then write the pro-
gramming system that is best for
him.
I.s that self-programming?

It's not self-programmning.
You can think of it as self-
programming in the following
sense: what all programmers do
today is tell the computer how
to solve the problem, step by
step. No matter what program-
ming language you use, you tell
it all the steps to solve the
problem. Now, as programming
languages got more and more
advanced, you began to not have
to tell it certain things that were
peculiar to the machine you
were using, such as how to allo-
cate the registers of the machine
to the variables, and so on. But
you still had to lead it through
the steps of how to solve the
problem.

In automatic programming,
you tell it about the problem,
not how to solve it. You de-
scribe the situation and tell it
the goals and so on, as you
would another person; as a
manager would tell a program-
mer, except in this case, the
manager would tell the auto-
matic programming system. He
would only be able to do that, in
the system we are designing
now, in the limited areas in
which this program has know-
ledge, as we call it.
Do you believe that any problem
that a person can solve can be
solved by a computer, if you
know how people solve it?

I think that's true. We've
gotten many things into com-
puters that people don't know
how to solve. in general people
don't know 'fow they solve
things. They just do it. In the

old days, people would ask,
"How do you do integrals," and
people would say "I think for a
long time and finally the answer
pops into my head."

That's baloney is what we
have learned. There are lots of
different processes going on.

The first computer integra-
tion program worked very much
the way people do integration.
Much more powerful ones are
running now that don't do it
anything like the way people do,
and they're much better.

Let me put it this way: when
people were thinking about the
first airplane, they decided that
the main problem would be the
manufacture of feathers.
Leonardo daVinci made the
statement a long time ago that
we ought to try to emulate the
bat and not the bird, because the
feathers looked like a hard prob-
lem. The SST, if there was going
to be one, doesn't have any
feathers, and manages without
them. So, this idea of finding
out how we do it, and emulating
it, sometimes helps. Very often,
the computer does things more
directly and better.
Are budget cuts falling on
ARPA ?

We're struggling for funds, if
that's the question. I think we're
being successful in that we
don't have an immediate crisis.
We're trying very hard to
generate new sources of funding.

Our original idea was to try

know its value, you could find
out. The 165 is a very expensive
installation, about that value,
I'm sure.
So there's CTSS and Multics. . .

Those are two easy-to-point--
at systems. There are many tech-
nical ideas that have come out of
Project MAC, that cover a whole
spectrum from highly theoretical
to more practical kinds of
things. I think the Project has
been quite good over the years
at producing a good rate of
return on research done.
What projects are they working
on now?

The range goes all the way
from having worked on helping
develop displays for terminals on
time-sharing, to coming up with
important highly theoretical re-
sults.

.! EA good example is in the AI
!I " Laboratory; research done

[there] showed that the whole
idea of devices, perceptrons,
they were called, turned out to
be based on certain fallacious
ideas, in some instances. The
point was many people kept
asking, "how do you get a per-
ceptron to learn to do this task,
or that task." What was pointed
out was, whether they could
learn or not, the device was
incapable of doing it. In other
words, it's like saying how long
does it take to teach a cat to fly?
Well, you can teach a cat many
things, but it isn't the trouble
with the cat's learning that he
can't fly. Everyone was focusing
on the learning of the percep-
tron, when the device was
mathematically incapable of
doing the thing that they were
trying.

This is an example of an
important theoretical result,
because all over the world, the
US government was supporting a
greal deal of research at teaching-
these machines to do these tasks.
It is quite important that these
studies be stopped. There are
many others - a list would take
hours ...
Just a few more brief
tou uch es. . . highlights.
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The Mathematical Labora-
tory, which is called MAXIMA,
is one of the most outstanding
computer programs ever written.
It's still very actively in develop-
ment, but it does mathematics.
For instance, every MIT student,
has taken calculus and learned
how to integrate. It's our feeling
that in the future that won't be
necessary, this program does all
that better than anyone, and it's
very easy to use. We expect it to
be universally available in the
future.

There has been a lot of work
done on networks here. A chess
program - some of these things
may have been done in the Al
Lab while it was with MAC. It
goes on and on - a long, long
list.
Many students who work for
MAC make it a second home; a
burning love. Why ?

That's exactly right. That has
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Interested in more comfortable, longer
wearing contact lenses? Then you should
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screen" U.V.C. lenses. No obligation.
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itself at all well to structured or legalistic
solution. They axe, in fact, frictions of a
highly individual nature and attempts to
resolve them on any other than a case
basis are at best doomed to failure and at
worst certain to create deep distrust and
animosity among residents. However in
the absence of previously agreed .upon
procedures for securing the univehsally-
desired objective of considerate and
cooperative suite-mates, the less out-
spoken or self-assured residents will grow
unnecessarily to harbor resentment of
their inadvertently thoughtless friends.

Wlhat must be made abundantly clear
is that the hostess does, in some sense,
cause a disruption of normal use-patterns
of suite or floor facilities by imposing an
additional load on such facilities in the
form of a guest. There is, additionally,
the consideration that the sex of the
guest may influence the determination of
just what constitutes "disruption of study
conditions"; but in principle the remedy
should be the same regardless of the sex
of the offending party's guest.

No one should lose sight of the fact
that it is not the guest who bears primary
responsibility for the inconvenience:
(s)he is merely the tool of some people's
lack of consideration.

In any event, unless the popular mind
has altered drastically in five years, com-
mon sense would dictate that the victims
of willful social irresponsibility not be
made to suffer further. Suggestions of
room-swapping and other such activities
('f any) ought to be directed at the
offenders, not the offended.
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The Graduate Student Council elec-
tions are forthcoming. Positions are avail-
able to represent each of the academic
departments, Courses I-XXIII, with the
exception of Courses VI and XV which
each have two seats on the Council, In
addition, there is one representative from
each of the following groups: Westgate !,
Westgate II, Eastgate, Ashdown House,
and the Foreign Students. Petitions for
seating on the Council are now available
in the GSC Office, Room 50-1 10,
x3-2195.

Education financing
Graduate Education Financing Policies

continue to dominate the GSC activity
scene... with the much debated merit
vs. need argument receiving the most
attention. Discussion over the Draft Reso-
lution concerning graduate stadent grant
payment policies ensued, this being the
draft resolution originally intended solely
to stimulate constructive comment and
criticism on graduate student policy in
general. The need for a possible telephone
survey in support of these discussions was
raised, and possibilities for appropriate
questions and topics of comment were
discussed. A committee was assembled to
organize and oversee the data collection
process as well as the overall opinion
research effort. The Medical Advisory
Committee reports progress toward find-
ing ways of bringing the health insur-
ance programs more into direct line with
the actual needs and financial capabilities
of graduate students. Primary discussion
centered around the insurance protection
vs. the "emphasis on medical services"
argument, and the resulting diseconomies
that propel the cost of adequate and/or
complete coverage out of the reach of
some students. Incidentally, there are
presently funds available to finance new
programs of benefit to the educational
life and advancement of this overall gen-
eral welfare of MIT graduate students.
Serious proposals for any new programs
should immediately be directed to the
GSC Treasurer and Finance Committee in
the GSC Office, Room 50-l IO.

Finally, a Technology Community As-
sociation (TCA) delegation is in the pro-
cess of soliciting GSC support for partici-
pation in such TCA activities as prepara-
tion of HoToGAMI'T and the completion
of the TCA Course Evaluation. This is an
excellent opportunity for any graduate
student interested in making useful and
meaningful contributions to graduate stu-
dent life through the channels set up by
the GSC. Support is also sought for some
of the activities of the Student Commit-
tee on Educational Policy (SCEP), inclu-
ding the upcoming Education Symposium
and investigation into the general issues
of Degrees and Grading. In addition,
Academic Project representatives are
sought for, the Division of Academic
Projects, a new activity designed to de-
velop, support, and maintain projects
which improve the academic, curricular,
or educational life of the MIT students
and which coordinates existing projects in
TCA and SCEP. Graduate students with
experience on project work, educational
sudies, or survey design technique, or
who are just interested in academic pro-
jects are invited to contact Robert Sacks
at 1 5-F Westgate II or c/o TCA at
W20-450, 494-8889 or x3-4885,
respectively.
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By Mark Fishman
The residents of McCormick Hall -

which is partly to say the parents of some
residents of McCormick Hall - have
recently confronted their Judicial Com-
mittee and the office of the Dean for
Student Affairs with a dilemma. In the
words of Housemaster Steve Senturia,
"There are two conflicting rules on the
books at MIT. There is a legal limit to the
number that can reside in McCormick.
There is also another rule which allows
visitors 24 hours a day. The Dean's office
is embarrassed by this contradiction.
They would like it if all the guys at
McCormick would suddenly vanish."
(The Tech, March 9, 1973)

House President Horton and Dean
Eisenberg seem to be of the opinion that
a girl who is inconvenienced by another's
male guest should seriously consider
moving away from her current room.
"Horton summed things up by saying, 'If
you don't like where you're living, there's
no sense in staying there.'" (Ibid.)
"Eisenberg continued to say that girls
who are having any sorts of problems
with habitual male guests ... should not
wonder why they 'can't adjust,' and
instead concentrate on finding a place
where they fit in better." (Ibid.)

There seems to be some confusion in
the Dean's office over who causes prob-
lerms by living in McCormick. To my way
of thinking (and I will be the first to
admit it is only that of a mere male),
McCormick is an a11-fernale dormitory: if
permanent male guests are causing con-
sternation and inconvenience, then they
and their hostesses should be moved, and
not the girls who complain.

It has been quite a long time since
anyone seriously suggested that the Dean
Ior Student Affairs concern herself with
"protecting" students from each other or
from themselves; at least with regard to
the male population on campus, it has
been generally accepted that tihe students
can handle their own business if the
Deans will run interference for them with
the outside world. But, in this age of the
media-publicized liberated woman, it is
enlightening to note that the outside
world still views with horror the notion
of exposing their "little girls" to their
"little boys," whose unnecessary antics
they encourage nonetheless. For the Insti-
tute, then, this is primarily an image
problem. But that is not quite all of the
problem.

There are undoubtedly some people
·who are seriously upset by the situations
in which they find themselves. It is not
merely a question of "excessive sensi-
tivity," nor is it without precedent on
campus. It is only the surprising degree of
seeming unpreparedness which is new and
embarrassing.

Some years ago, before the advent of
co-ed residence at MIT, East Campus
voted (in a house-wide referendum and at
the instigation of then-Dean Wadleigh) to
abolish parietal regulations. The insti-
tution of 24-hour visiting privileges,
although only a de jure change which
recognized the de facto-state of affairs
(no pun intended), was foreseen to create
potentially troublesome situations.
Whereas before tie change complaints
about female guests could be handled by
removing the guest, this did not seem
justifiable under the new (nonexistent)
regulations.

"When he is a jar..."
The solution was simple, and I recom-

mend it to the McCormick House Com-
mittee and Judicial Committee here. All
hosts in East Campus have always been
held responsible for all actions of their
guests, male or female. Under the very
elastic regulation concerning "disruption
of study conditions," any reasonable
complaint about guests can result in
judicial warning, probation or
(ultimately) expulsion from the dormni-
tory for the host (and guest). The exact
sanction, of course, depends on the
seriousness or duration of the offense.

The major part of this problem of
guests is nct, I think, the so-called "moral
issue." Undoubtedly it is the problem for
some; but it is not the most widespread
difficulty.

Second class postage paid at Boston, Massachu-
setts. The Tech is published twice a week
during the college year, except during vaca-
tions, and once during the first week of August
by The Tech, Room W20483, MIT Student
Center, 84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139. Telephone: (617)

.253-1541.
It is not my intention to suggest that

these problems are of a type which lends
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The Undergraduate Association Presidential election,
originally scheduled for tomorrow, has been postponed.
Why s Because some members of the current government
have tried to be all things to all people.

Curtis Reeves is at least partially responsible for the
current fiasco. He held a meeting Wednesday night
(reported in last Friday's Tech) at which it was decided to
allow the Spring Collective to run. Prior to this meeting,
the current Election Committee either (depending on
whose version you accept) was dismissed or quit, for "lack
of historical perspective." Reeves took over their powers.

The next night, the whole situation came unravelled,
and it was decided by a small group that the election
would be postponed. This information was not dis-
seminated very widely, and there were persistent rumors
(even as late as Saturday afternoon) that the election was
back on for Wednesday. Indeed, one candidate who called
this office Sunday night had not yet been informed about
the postponement.

The point of this editorial is not to quibble with the
manner in which the postponement has been handled;
rather it has been to chastise those involved for further
.sounding the death knell of popularly elected student
government. The credibility of the entire structure has
reached an unprecedented but predictable low, and further
obvious public politicking such as this can only serve to
undermine what little faith in the system the
undergraduates retain.

These manuevers indicate an incredible insensitivity:
this delay has sapped any enthusiasm the election might
have generated. The caution those involved should exercise
in public actions related to the election has been sadly
lacking. Maybe Larry Russell, the "No-UAP" candidate
who wears an aluminum foil nose, has the right idea.

A closing note; The Tech has been treating the elections
as serious news. This is in line with our concept of
professional news coverage in regard to MIT events. It is
not in line with our opinion of how seriously the election
should be taken.
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"THE SUNDRY SHOPPE"
FOR ADDED INCOME

NO EXPERIENCE OR SELLING REQUIRED
You will become part of a national firm, which selects rnen and
women of ability to become part of a proven success!

Police Blotter is a compilation prepared by Campus Patrol to report crimes occuring in the MIT
community.

entered.
Student locked inside Dewey

Library released by Patrol -
subject was unable to hear
warning bell and was overlooked
at closing time.

3/6/73

Larceny of a wallet. Wallet
taken from open locker in Du-
pont while complainant was
taking a shower

Disturbed person: 9 am. Sub-
ject drove motor vehicle into
Great Court area, upstairs to
Building 10 area. Extensive dam-
age to motor vehicle. Sprinkler
system and grounds damage.
Subject removed to a local hos-
pital with difficulty. One Cam-
pus Patrolman injured.

3/5/73

Fire alarm at Burton House
first floor. Accidental alarm be-
lieved to be result of prank.

Public safety problem. Com-
plaint to headquarters concer-
ning a very strong light beam
flashing from Baker House into
the eyes of motorists on Memor-
ial Drive: could - cause serious
accident. Matter resolved
through assistance of house of-
ficers.

At 8:30 pm two windows of
the Fairchild building on Vassar
Street (EE Building) broken by
rocks hurled from railroad track
area. Damage $150.

Broken glass at Kresge Audi-
torium. Student running in lob-
by crashed into glass door. Sub-
ject slightly injured, assisted by
patrol.

3/7/73

Report of two wallet thefts
from main buildings. One hand-
bag on table, one wallet in un-
locked desk drawer. Investi-
gating officer located wallet in
trash container in nearby men's
room. Wallets intact, minus cash.

Attempted larceny of motor
vehicle on Memorial Drive be-
tween I pm and 5 pm; entrance
gained through right front win-
dow. Ignition damaged, personal
property taken valued at $75.

3/8/73

Larceny of hand calculator.
Complainant purchased unit at
MIT Coop. Left it on his desk in
NW 13, still in bag. Departed
from office from 12 noon to 4
pm. Unknown person entered
room and removed bag with
calculator.

3/1/73

Attempted break-in on fourth
floor of E52. Lock cylinder par-
tiaily damaged but entry was not
gained. Locksmith repaired
damage.

Larceny of a violin in Buil-
ding 54 during the day from 9
am to 5 pro. Label: "Antonio
Mariani."' Information dis-
patched to outside agencies.

3/2/73

Larceny of furniture and
table lamps from the Green liv-
ing room at McCormick Hall
between 1 and 7 am this date.

Larceny of a small hand cal-
culator from a desk drawer in a
chemistry lab in the Building 2
basement.

313/73

Larceny of a coat valued at
$300. Complainant left his of-
fice on third floor of Building
14N for a few minutes to visit
another office. Coat was blue
leather with a belt. No suspects
observed.

Reported illegal entry into
Westgate II. Small auto battery
charger taken from counter top
in kitchen. Separate rooms not

DRISTAN, etc.
*Expansion financing available
UE REQUIRE:
*Desire for success
*Time to service route, 5-10 hr/wk.
*Follow proven program
*Minimum investment of $1650.00

WE OFFER:
*Solid growth business
*Locations obtained by corporation
*Complete training
*Dependable, quality equipment
*Vends: ALKA-SELTZER, BAYER

i ASPIRIN, TUMS, ANACIN,
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i Summersplit. An out. An out of the apart-
ment, room, landlord, lease, or roommate
you don't want this summer. Summersplit.
A guide. To be consulted by people who
need to get into an apartment, room, or
roommate. Summersplit. An alternative. To
paying for an ad, hassling with real estate
agents, giving your landlord a half a month's
rent. Summersplit. An added dimension.
Because the opartment, room, and roommate
listings become available both locally and
nationally. In short, if you have an apartment
or share an apartment you don't want this
summer, Summersplit is the answer.

Summersplit starts out as a questionnaire
You fill in what it is you have and you send
it to us with $3. In April (with the help of a
-computer) your apartment, room, or room-

mates become a part of the Summersplit
guide. This guide will be available free in over
1000 college housing offices, libraries, and
bookstores across the country. In addition,
interested people can also send for individual
city sections of their own at minimal cost.

What Summersplit comes down to is a very
available, very specialized, very useful
directory. For $3 you'll be contacting literally
thousands of people who need an apartment,
room, or roommate where you are. Look for
our flyers (or get one from your housing
office or send us the coupon below); That will
be your first step toward getting away from
where you don't want to be this summer and
getting to where you do. That just has to be
worth $3 to you.
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By David Olive
and Richard Parker

'"The department is very stra-
tified," stated Jeffrey Star, a
sophomore majoring in Earth
and Planetary Sciences. "With
the meteorologists on one floor,
the oceanographers on another
and everyone else each on his
own floor, the daily coffee
house get-togethers are an im-
portant way of bringing people
together, and unifying the de-
partment. I think they have been
a great success."

The faculty of the Earth Sci-
ence Department is dedicated to
the idea that student-faculty in-
teraction is very important to
the success of a student. There
are'only two undergraduates per
professor and the faculty feels
that they can double that ratio
and still provide the interaction
and research opportunities that
are so important.

"The size of our department
allows us a great deal of freedom
in dealing with students," stated
Frank Press, Chairman of the
Department.

"Knowing the students onr a
personal level enables the faculty
to help their students in
choosing courses" explained
Press. MIT graduates achieve a
strong background in math and
physics simply because of the
Institute requirements, and ac-
cording to Press, that, combined
with the reputation of the de-
partment makes MIT's gradu-
ates in Course XII especially
appealing to graduate schools.

Press added that faculty
members who know students
well can and do call their col-
leagues at other schools to re-
commend students.

The advisor-student relation-
ship is critical to the success of
the student in Course XII. For
that reason and others, majors in
XII often have two advisors.
"Each undergraduate is encour-

aged to have two advisors,"
stated Richard Naylor, Course
XII Registration Officer for the
class of '74. "The Registration
Officer is responsible for the
entire class and does the legal
work, signs all the forms. The
student can choose another advi-
sor with whom he can confer on
a more creative level. While the
Registration Officer has to wor
ry about students meeting re-
quirements, the second advisor
deals with the rest of the stu-
dent's growth."

The second advisor is fre-
quently the student's research
advisor. Each student is required
to do at least twelve units of
research. There are over 60 stu-
dents participating in UROP-
type research, although not all
are from the department. Last
year undergraduates were paid
over $60,000 with funds from
department projects.

The degree requirements for
Course XII consist of four
courses (5.60, 8.03, 18.03,
12.101), a research project
(12.091) and 84 restricted elec-
tive units. During the student's
junior year, a proposed list of

A pofessieina

ea &
inexpe ns-e

can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service
(215) 722-5360

24 hours - 7 days
for professional, confidential

and caring help.I

those restricted electives must be
given to the Course XII Under-
graduate Committee which con-
sists of four professors and two
undergraduates.

Two-thirds of the students
follow the department's sugges-
ted guidelines for degrees in ge-
ology, geochemistry, planetary
chemistry, physical oceanog-
raphy, meteorology, or other
disciplines within Earth and
Planetary Sciences. The other
third of the students devise their
own programs. "This system al-
lows important freedom in
course selection," Naylor stated.

Freedom in course selection
is necessary in a department as
varied as Earth and Planetary
Sciences. The field spans the
wide spectrum from astronomy
to ecology, from the evolution of
the planets to the application of
science in solving today's prob-
lems.

The interest in ecology and
today's environmental problems
has led to a new environmental
degree in the department. "De-
grees related to dealing with the
environment exist in the School

of Engineering. However, our
approach to the problems of the
environment differs in that we
are concerned with the scientific
aspects, especially the study of
natural systems," said Press.

Next year John Kanwisher, a
biophysicist from Woods Hole,
will teach a year-long course in
environmental ecology. It will be
an undergraduate course with no
prerequisites. It will describe
systems and structures and trace
these systems through history.

The department is oriented to
meeting the needs of the stu-
dents. This is reflected in the
flexibility of course require-

9AR1M THUS 
VERRIFIC PAVCH,
79r;6V, COLORFUL, 
WASHABLE, WVETH
SPACE OR WFR MOVNG 
ON YOUR SPECIALTY.

Breathe easy, Earthlings. Budweiser is
doing something about the current short-
age of world champions in the world.

Budweiser is sanctioning five foolish
events in which world-record setters
can win prestige plus a handsome
patch.

In addition to the thrilling BUD 
CAN TOTE, there are four others.
Get details at your favorite beer
store where you see the gaudy "Bud-
weiser World Championship" display!

Do one, beat the record, tell us about it on
a postcard and get your marker pen ready
for inscribing your particular specialty be-
neath where it says "World Champion."

TO GEU YOURF BUD WugSER
WORED CHAMPION PATCH
(EVEM OF YOU DON'T SET A
RECORD), JLS $ WROTE YOUR
NAPE, ADDRESS AMD WMAT
YOU 1DD Om 'A IPOSTCARD.

I

ments the daily coffee house
meetings, the emphasis on stu-
dent research and the comments
of the faculty members.

Almost without exception
the students were very happy
with the department and the
opportunities which are avail-
able. The only dissenting opin-
ion came from a student ma-
joring in geophysics, who did
not see himself as part of the
department. However, he stated
that his discipline required such
a strong math and physics back-
ground that most of his courses
were not in the Earth and Plane-
tary Sciences Department.

T %E CU S
Collectives, No UAP Candidates, Mixer Candidates -
Has everyone gone mad? Don't let the election
become a farce -
Vote for a CONCERNED undergraduate STUDENT

VOTE

Roland Janbergs /UAP Hillary Morgenstern /UAVP

(Maybe you've detected that
this is not an official, rigid-rules

"contest." But it is a lot of fun,
even if you can't break the
recbrds. You can, though,

can't you?)
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